Testimonials from the Clients on “ROMDAS Service CLINIC” encourages us to go that extra mile
to ensure that our esteemed clients are satisfied with our product and services.
Testimonial from Aadharshila, Udaipur
Dear Neeraj Sir,

I would like to convey my sincere thanks for the ROMDAS Clinic which you organised in Gurgaon.
You always say “we care” and this Clinic was a manifestation of the same. We honestly have been
very satisfied with the quality of service you have been providing after the supply of Network Survey
Vehicle equipped with upgraded version of LCMS, however this event far above our expectation…
Good going! Congratulations to you and your team
With Best Regards,
Kishan Vachhani
Sr. Manager
AADHARSHILA INFRATECH PVT. LTD.
Plot No.-8, Near Kingfisher Hotel, Goverdhan Villas
Opp. Autogas LPG Pump, Main Road,
Udaipur (Raj.)- 313001

Testimonial from G-Eng, Gurgaon
Dear Neeraj
I have been thinking of writing to you regarding the ROMDAS Clinic which you organised from 3rd
to 9th August. ROMDAS Service Clinic, was great idea conceptualised by Complete Instrumentation.
Very happy to see that there are companies in this field of instrumentation who “care” about their
customers and the products they have supplied. Our team at G-Eng is very happy with the support
which was provided by you and your team. Keep up the good job!
Mahipal Singh
Managing Director
G-Eng Advisory Services Pvt Ltd.
Emerald Estate Sector 65 Gurgaon, MIDDLE BUILDING EEPS-01, near Worldmark Mall, Gurugram,
Haryana 122018

Testimonial from Mahamarg, Gurgaon
Dear Neeraj ji
At the outset our sincere thanks for organizing “ ROMDAS Service Clinic” which not only addressed
the small issues which we had but also gave an opportunity to our engineers to get their technical
queries related to analysis addressed. We would say “ A wonderful concept….could not have
expected this from anyone, but CISPL, who are always at the forefront when it comes to after Sales
Service.. Great job!”
Regards
Sandeep Lamba
MD
Mahamarg Infra Consultants Pvt. Ltd., Gurgaon
Testimonial from Sterling, Jaipur
Dear Neeraj Sir,
Thanks for organising the ROMDAS Clinic. A great idea! We really benefitted from the same. What
was surprising was that your team was ever eager to help in spite of the fact that there were so
many NSV’s which turned up to the Clinic. Was really happy to see that your team was full of
energy even at 1 am in the morning and trying to make the best of the time they had at their
disposal. Working from 9 am to 2 am the next day, continuously for 7 days, speaks volumes about
the dedication of your team. Congratulations to the CISPL team!
Regards
Lucky Kumar
Asst General Manager- Highways
Sterling Indo Tech Consultants(p) Ltd, Jaipur

